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Abstract In this paper, our research objective is to develop a database virtualizat ion technique in order to let data
analysts or other users who apply data mining methods to their jobs use all ubiquitous databases on the Internet as if they
were recognized as a single database, thereby helping to reduce their workloads such as data collection fro m the Internet
databases and data cleansing works. In this study, firstly we examine XM L schema advantages and propose a database
virtualizat ion method by which such ubiquitous databases as relational databases, object-oriented databases, and XM L
databases are accessed as if they all behave as a single database. Then, we show the method of virtualization of ub iquitous
databases that can describe ubiquitous database schema in a unified fashion using the XML schema. It consists of a
high-level concept of distributed database management of the same type and of different types, and also of a location
transparency feature. Next, we discuss about the development of a co mmon schema generation method and propose the
virtual database query language for use in the virtualized ubiquitous database environment. Finally, we propose a database
incompatib ility trouble-recovery technique for use in a virtualized ubiquitous database environment.
Keywords Database Virtualizat ion, Data M ining, XM L Schema, Ubiquitous Databases, Database Integration, Database

Query, Database Recovery

1. Introduction
Nowadays, massive amounts of data are collected daily
in ubiquitous sensor network environ ments. With such data
available and elaborately structured, it is more important
than ever to locate and ext ract knowledge and trends fro m
them using data mining techniques. For examp le those data
are valuable to support analyses and decision-making in
businesses. Such data normally exist in databases of various
types––called ubiquitous databases hereinafter––that might
usually be d istributed and placed anywhere. A salient
problem, however, is that a person who engages in data
mining using ubiquitous databases would have to spend
much time for database selection and data collection which
would be merely a preparatory step to the actual data
mining tasks. What a person really should want must be
instead to concentrate on the work of analysis and rule
extraction.
In our study, the primary objective is therefore to develop
a virtualization technique in order that the data analyst or
other users can use all ubiquitous databases as if they were
recognized as a single database, thereby helping to reduce
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the user’s workload. As we proceed with our study, we
must also find a way to troubleshoot and recover fro m any
ubiquitous database troubles. It is necessary that a data
recovery technique be provided for use when a ubiquitous
database encounters a trouble. However, an important
shortcoming of database virtualization techniques is that
when such a system encounters a trouble, some
incompatib ility might occur between the virtual database
and the associated real databases. Recovering the real
database alone would not be sufficient. It would only
recover the data in it, leav ing the unresolved incompatibility
between the virtual database and the associated real
databases.
For this reason, the secondary objective of our study is to
develop a database incompatibility trouble-recovery
technique in a virtualized ubiquitous database environment.

2. Related Research
Some earlier reports in[1],[2] and[3] have described the
study of database virtualizat ion technology.
The report[1] proposed development of a system to
disseminate informat ion actively to all users in a mobile
computing environ ment without fail, as sourced from
various types of database groups connected by a wide-area
network. By image-copying of the data of the local database
group to a meta-database through the basic search and build
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operations, for example, it is intended to combine data and
include different types of local database group.
The data integration technique, teiid, which is described
in[2], enables virtualizat ion of various types of databases;
through such virtual databases, one can access such data
sources as relational databases, web databases, and
application software such as ERP and CRM, etc. in real time.
They can all be integrated for use. In fact, teiid has a unique
query engine. Furthermo re, the real-time data integration is
accomplished by connecting business application software
through the JDBC/SOAP access layer with data sources
which are accessed through the connector framework.
Reference[3] similarly describes a module known as a
wrapper that allows accessing and integrating data fro m
various sources such as RDBs, the Web, and Excel files.
In our study, we considered the metadata, UM L, E– R
model, and the XM L schema as candidates for use to
accomplish database virtualization. Thereby, ubiquitous
databases can be used as if they were a single database. We
then compared the advantages and disadvantages of each to
analyse them as follo ws.
(1) The use of metadata presents many advantages for
creation that are irrelevant to what database model the
metadata are based on. On the other hand, an important
disadvantage is that they require a great workload to create
them in their in itial stage. Moreover, no definit ion and
man ipulation language to manage metadata has been
standardized yet.
(2) The UM L and the E–R model have similar
fundamental characteristics; each has an advantage that its
database design concept structure is irrelevant to what data
model it is based on and with what DBM S product it is
associated. However, those are only a few design techniques.
No specific DBMS and definit ion and man ipulation
language are provided.
The matters described in (1) and (2) above subsume a
structured static schema for their use. Therefore, they have a
difficulty in use with databases of various kinds that are
available on the Internet in a flexible fashion in[4, 5].
(3) The XM L schema is now widely used to exchange
informat ion in the Internet environment. Additionally, now
that more studies and further developments of XM L database
management systems are made than ever before, it is
advantageous to use it because its definitions and
man ipulations are well standardized in[6]. Ho wever, fro m a
data model perspective, it p resents the problem that it does
not go well with any object-oriented data model that is now
associated with mult imedia. Even g iven that fact, now that
the object-oriented concept is incorporated into the extended
standardization of the SQL language, it has been improved in
its affin ity level with the associated XML schema being
converted to a relat ional database schema. In addit ion to that,
because the XML schema is a semi-structured dynamic one,
it is still advantageous because of the fact that it can be used
in a flexib le fashion with various databases available on the
Internet.
In the relevant literature, several studies[7–11] of the

XM L schema conversion have been reported. One of those
reports[7] proposes an XML-to-relational mapping
framework and system that provides the first comprehensive
and end-to-end solution to the relational storage of XM L
data. Another report[8] offers a flexible mechanis m for
modifying and querying database contents using only valid
XM L docu ments, which are validated over the
XM L-Schema file’s rules. Report[9] proposes cost-based
XM L storage mapping engine and exp lores the space of
possible XML-to-relational mappings and selects the best
mapping for a g iven application. Report[10] describes the
integration of XM L with a relational database system to
enable the storage, retrieval, and update of XML docu ments.
A common data model based on XML has been introduced
and schema mapping based on that approach has been
presented in[11].
In our previous studies[12-15], we examined XM L
schema advantages and proposed a virtualizat ion method by
which such ubiquitous databases as relational databases,
object-oriented databases, and XML databases are usable, as
if they all behaved as a single database.
On the other hand, studies of recovery techniques from
database trouble are now well underway at a practical level
with respect to centralized databases or distributed databases,
and are widely used in the field of Online Transaction
Processing (OLTP)[4],[5]. Ho wever, few practical studies
have been undertaken in environments associated with
database virtualization.
Therefore, we propose a means to recover the associated
databases by allowing users to examine the virtual
environment only for ubiquitous databases without having to
examine real databases, and to ensure the integrity between a
virtual database and an associated real database.
In summary, the method of v irtualization of ubiquitous
databases proposed in our study describes ubiquitous
database schema in a unified fashion using the XM L schema.
Moreover, it consists of a high-level concept of distributed
database management of the same type and of different types,
and also of a location transparency feature, so that it has the
important capability of recovering fro m database trouble,
even if solely within a virtual environ ment.
In the following Chapter 3, we p ropose the virtualizat ion
of ubiquitous databases. In Chapter 4, we describe the virtual
database definition, such as common schema generation and
schema conversion. In Chapter5, we show the virtual
database query for use in a virtualized ubiquitous database
use environment. In Chapter 6, we d iscuss the verification
for data mining application. Finally, in Chapter 7, we
address the feature of recovery fro m ubiquitous database
trouble while we are in a virtual environ ment.

3. Database Virtualization
Databases of many kinds exist in terms of their associated
data model differences and vendor differences. Regarding
differences among data models, each has different data
representation, and unique associated manipulat ion. So me
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typical examp les include the table type of relational
databases (RDB), XM L-representation type of XM L
databases (XMLDB), and object-oriented databases
(OODB). Even the same model database might have
different features among vendors. Regarding RDB for
example, there might be some differences in SQL and/or data
type representation. The typical examp le is that we have
MySQL, PostgreSQL, and SQLServer fro m different
vendors.
These differences according to the model and vendor
bring some undesired results. For examp le, we might end up
spending more time and labour during applicat ion system
development because of the different data models that must
be confronted. For examp le, we might need to acquire the
right API to handle data of every different type of database.
Virtualizat ion of such different types of modelled databases
to unify the procedures for all of them would probably impart
less of workload and cost, and facilitate their management in
a more flexib le manner. Consequently, virtualization of
databases, if it could be done, would facilitate application
system design and database management as well.
To have a v irtualization feature, we will consider the
inclusion of features to manage distributed databases of
similar types, the distributed databases of different types, and
provide location transparency for users, such that they notice
no differences of database structure or location and become
able to use databases of all kinds in a flexib le fashion. Figure

3.1. Visualization of Homogeneously Distributed
Databases
Described next, as the first step of database virtualization,
is a method of building a virtual database management
system for RDBs provided by different vendors.
3.1.1. XML Conversion Program
Considering virtualization not only for the RDB, but also
for the different data models such as XML DB and
object-oriented DB, which will be required in the next phase,
we will use an XML schema that provides a flexib le
representation capability and a high transparency capability.
To do so, we will produce such a virtualization concept in
which the user would feel as if he or she were locally
man ipulating the remote-site RDB fro m a local RDB process
environment. That can be accomplished by converting the
schema information and data information of the local RDB
into the XML schema, and then storing that information into
the RDB that the user would like to operate.

….

Data mining

analyst-2

analyst-1

Input

1 portrays a comprehensive view of the database
virtualizat ion technique.
For virtualization of ubiquitous databases in our study, we
will describe the schema info rmation o f the real databases, of
which more than one always happens to exist, by creating
and using one common XM L schema. We also provide
functionality of data search and update with the XM L-based
common data manipulat ion API.
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We developed an XML conversion program,
XM LExport/Import, as depicted in Figure 2. We then used
such different vendor RDBs as MySQL, PostgreSQL, and
SQLServer2005 because they are available in the RDB
virtualizat ion system creation environ ment. We used PHP as
the programming language to develop an XML
Expo rt/Import system. We have to rebuild the XM L tree
with our XM L conversion program when the distributed
database is redefined.
Database virtualization
XM LImport program

XML Schema
RDB Schema
information

Data
information
XM L Export program

MySQL

SQLServer

PostgreSQL

Figure 2. Virtualization technique for homogeneous distributed databases

3.1.2. RDB Schema Conversion into XML
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding”UTF-8” standalone=”yes”
<root>
<rdb Name=”mysql”>
<database Name=”questionnaire” >
<table_structure Name=”member”>
<field Field=”samplenum”
Type=”integer” Null=”FALSE” Default=” />
<field Field=”answerday” Type=”text”
Null=”FALSE” Default=” />
….
</table_structure>
<schema>
<constraint Type=”PRIMARY KEY”
Table=”member” Column=”samplenum” />
….
<constraint Type=”FOREIN KEY” Table=”questionnaire”
Column=”samplenum” Retable=”member”
ReColumn=”samplenum” />
….
</schema>
</database>
</rdb>
</root>
Figure 3. Example of RDB schema information conversion into XML

The follo wing describes how the RDB schema is
converted into XML.

Figure 3 presents results of reading the schema
informat ion fro m the RDB and converting it into XM L. The
RDB schema information that is converted into an XML
format includes “table names”, “field names (associated
data types and default values)”, and “constraints (primary
key constraint, unique constraint, check constraint, NOT
NULL constraint, and foreign key constraint)”. capability.
Regarding the XM L tree structure, we described the table
informat ion in the table_structure node with its elements of
Field=”colu mn name”, Type=”data type”, Null=”TRUE or
FALSE” (NOT NULL constraint), as shown in Figure 3.
We described the schema information in the schema node
with its elements of TYPE=”constraint name”, Table=”table
name”, Colu mn=”colu mn name”, ReTable=”referenced
table name”, ReCo lu mn=”referenced colu mn name”, and
Check=”rule”.
3.1.3. RDB Data Conversion into XML
The manner in wh ich the RDB data are converted into
XM L is described next. Figure 4 portrays results of reading
the data information fro m the RDB and conversion into
XM L. Because of the XM L t ree structure, we had
dbname=”database name”, tblname=”table name”, and the
succeeding column name=”actual data”.
<root>
<dataset dbname=”mysql”>
<data tblname=”member” samplenum=”10001”
answerday=”’2007/7/6’”
answertime=”’ 13:07:19:499’” />
<data tblname=”member” samplenum=”10002”
answerday=”’2007/7/6’”
answertime=”’ 13:10:33:507’” />
….
</dataset>
</root>
Figure 4. Example of actual RDB data conversion into XML

3.2. Virtualization of Heterogeneously Distributed
Databases
The second step we discuss is the virtualization of
modelled DBs of different types. For virtualization of
different types of modelled DB, we describe the schema
informat ion of each model using a single common schema.
The common schema we will use is an XM L Schema.
Around it, we will perform virtualizat ion. Figure 5 presents a
virtualizat ion method for different database types.
To accomp lish schema conversion fro m a d ifferent
modelled database, we first get the schema information fro m
an RDB to work on. Then we convert it into the correct XM L
schema for that RDB. We currently have to rebuild the XML
tree with our schema conversion module in Figure 5 when
the distributed database is redefined.
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Table 1. SQL and associated XML

Table
definition

CREATE TABLE
table name…

Column
definition

CREATE TABLE…
column name...

Data type
definition

CREATE TABLE…
data type..
CREATE TABLE…
column name DEFAULT
value

Default values
Primary key
constraint
Unique
constraint
Foreign key
constraint

<xsd: element…
default=”value”…
<xsd: key…

UNIQUE

<xsd:unique …

NOT NULL

NOT NULL

Method

CREATE METHOD
CREATE TABLE…
UNDER upper level table
name

Inheritance

XML
<xsd: element
name=”table
name”…
<xsd: element
name=”column
name”…
<xsd: element…
type=”data type”…

PRIMARY KEY

FOREIGN KEY

<xsd: keyref …
refer =…
<xsd:…
nillable=”false”...
<xsd:
complexType …

4. Virtual Database Schema Definition
4.1. Common Schema Structure

Schema

Virtualization technology for heterogeneous distributed databases

Table 1 p resents schema conversion correspondences
between the two. Because any XML DB is already described
in the XML format, we ext ract the schema information
without conversion. For an OODB, we will use the
object-oriented functionality that is availab le because it is
fundamentally an extension of RDB.
On the other hand, when the data are manipulated, our
query conversion module in Figure 5 automatically transfers
the access results to the application program.
SQL

DATA

A common schema provides the user with informat ion
about the structure of the virtual database, and is also used
for checking query statements and constraints. Users see
only a single co mmon schema of all d istributed databases.
As an examp le, Figure 6 shows the structure expressed by a
common schema for a RDB and XM LDB.
The root element is located at the top, and the level below
contains elements indicating various types of databases, for
example, DB1 and DB2. The elements of the next lower
level contain, in the case of a RDB, the database name, and
in the case of a XM LDB, the collection path. Then, stored
in the next lo wer level, in the case of a RDB, is an element
indicating the table structure, and in the case of a XMLDB,
the document structure. The RDB table structure first has an
element indicat ing the table name, fo llo wed by the “row”
elements listed below. The next lower level contains an
element indicat ing the column name.
Figure 7 shows the structure, expressed in XML, of DB1
in Figure 6. The table name “Emp loyee informat ion” is
used as the root element, and below, data is entered into the
columns of “Emp loyee ID”, “Name”, “DOB” (Date of
Birth) and “Sex” enclosed by “row” elements.
The locations enclosed within this “ro w” form one ro w of
the table. Similarly, data enclosed by “row” elements of the
second and subsequent rows are arranged as sub-elements
of the element indicating the table name. Constraint
informat ion is provided using <xsd:annotation> and
<xsd:appInfo> as informat ion-oriented co mments. The
main details regarding the outputting of constraints are as
follows. (Primary key (unique) constraint: < r:index
index-key=”colu mn
name”
primary(unique)=”yes”>,
external key constraint: <f:key fkey-co lu mn=”colu mn name”
ref-co lu mn=”reference colu mn” ref-table=”reference table”
rule-delete="operation at delete” rule-update="operation at
update" />,check constraint: <r:check check-colu mn =”
column name” rule=”rule”>)
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Root element

root
Type of database
DB1

DB2

sample_rdb
Table name

sample_xmldb

DBname

Organizational
structure.xml

Employee
inform ation
Row
enclosure

row
Employee ID
Name

Collection path

Organizational
Development
Division
1

st

Development
Dept.

DOB

Dept. Director

Sex

Section Mgr.

Column name

Asst. Mgr.
2nd Development
Dpt.
Dept. Director
Section Mgr.
Asst. Mgr.

Sales Dept.
Dept. Director
Section Mgr.
Asst. Mgr.
XML document
structure

Figure 6. Example of structure of common schema

4.2. Common Schema Creati on
Here, as a samp le schema used in this operation examp le,
a database containing the following informat ion is created
and an XM L schema is then constructed using PostgreSQL.
Similarly, to verify the basic constraints, in a column, the
primary key constraint is assigned to “Emp loyee ID,
Affiliation ID”, the unique constraint is assigned to
“Affiliation”, the external key constraint is assigned to
“Affiliation ID”, the check constraint is assigned to “salary”,
and the “NotNull” constraint is assigned to the “name”.
● CREATEDB Emp loyeeDB;
● CREATE TA BLE Employee Table (
Emp loyee ID int PRIMARY KEY,
Name varchar(50) NOT NULL,
Salary int CHECK(0 < salary),
Affiliation ID int REFERENCES
Affiliation table (Affiliation ID)
ON UPDATE CA SCA DE ON DELETE

CASCADE);
● CREATE TA BLE Affiliat ion table (
Affiliation ID int Primary Key,
Affiliation varchar(5) UNIQUE);
<Employee information>
<row>
<Employee ID>1</Employee ID>
<Name>Taro Yamada</Name>
<DOB>1970-03-04</DOB>
<Sex>M ale</Sex>
</row>
<row>
<Employee ID>2</ Employee ID>
<Name>Shinji Kaneko</Name>
<DOB>1970-03-04</DOB>
<Sex>M ale</Sex>
</row
Figure 7. Example of XML schema
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Figure 8 shows the XML schema that is output based on
the above RDB schema. It can be seen that the column
name and constraint information are output. In the current
version of our schema conversion module, users (such as
DBAs) have to rename the duplicate database names or the
duplicate table names, manually.
<!—Omitted-->
<xs:element name=" Affiliation table"
type="Affiliation table Type"/>
<xs:element name=" emp loyee table "
type="Emp loyee table Type"/>
</ xs:sequence>
</ xs:co mplexType>
<xs:co mplexType name="Affiliat ion table Type">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:appinfo>
<r:index index-key =" Affiliation id"
primary="yes"/>
<r:index index-key =" Affiliation "
unique="yes"/>
</ xs:appinfo>
<!— Omitted -->
<xs:co mplexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element minOccurs="1" name="
Affiliation id" r:nullable="false"
<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="
Affiliation " r:sqltype="varchar"
<!—Omitted-->
<xs:co mplexType name=" Emp loyee table Type">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:appinfo>
<r:index index-key ="Emp loyee id"
primary="yes"/>
<r:check check-colu mn="Salary" rule="0 &lt;
&quot;salary&quot;"
<r:fkey fkey-colu mn=" Affiliation id" ref-co lu mn="
Affiliation id" ref-table="
Figure 8. Example of common schema

5. Virtual Database Query
A query input by a user is a single query to a virtual
database rather than an individual query to each database.
Possible candidates for user-issued queries are SQL,
XQuery[16], and v irtual database original queries. In this
study, the common schema expressing the entire virtual
database structure is described in XM L format, and since
this is presented to the user as the structure of the entire
virtual database, XQuery was chosen as the type of query to
be issued by a user to the virtual database. This is a first
step, and in the future, when OODBs as well as RDBs and
XM LDBs are supported, if the required query cannot be
expressed with XQuery or is co mplicated and difficult,
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defining an original query for a virtual database may also be
considered.
5.1. Query Conversion
When both a RDB and XMLDB are used at the same time,
differences will exist in the query language used for each
database, e.g., SQL for the RDB and XQuery for the
XM LDB. Moreover, d ifferences will exist in the data model
since the RDB data is managed in a table-like structure, and
the XMLDB is managed in a tree structure. Consider, for
example, the case in which data as in Table 2 is stored in the
RDB and data as in Figure 9 is stored in the XMLDB.
Table 2. Example of employee information table
Table name: Employee information
Employee ID

Name

DOB

1

Taro Yamada

1970-3-4

Sex
M

2

Shinji Kaneko

1975-4-2

M

3

Yasuko Oota

1974-1-9

F

4

Reika Yasuda

1980-6-25

F

5

Isamu Kirishima

1948-10-16

M

6

Koki Oonishi

1958-8-2

M

7

Kazuo Yamaguchi

1970-3-4

M

8

Kaoru Saitoh

1983-2-12

F

9

Yasushi Yamagishi

1986-3-5

F

10

Kenji Kimura

1986-6-2

M

11

Hiroki Yuuki

1986-9-30

M

Organizational Structure.xml
< Organizational Structure >
<Develop ment Div.>
<1st Develop ment Dept.>
<Dept. Director>3</ Dept. Director >
<Section Mgr.>2</ Sect ion Mgr.>
<Asst. Mgr.>7</ Asst. Mgr.>
</1st Develop ment Dept.>
<2nd Develop ment Dept.>
< Dept. Director >5</ Dept. Director >
< Sect ion Mgr.>6</ Section Mgr.>
< Asst. Mgr.>10</ Asst. Mgr.>
</2nd Development Dept.>
<Sales>
< Dept. Director >3</ Dept. Director >
< Sect ion Mgr.>4</ Section Mgr.>
< Asst. Mgr.>8</ Asst. Mgr.>
</Sales>
</Develop ment Div.>
</Organizat ional Structure>
Figure 9. Example of XMLDB data

Then, consider the case in wh ich, based on these two data
sources, it is desired to acquire the Dept. Director of the 1st
Develop ment Dept. In this case, a query such as the
following will be issued.
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• To acquire the name of the Dept. Director of the 1st
Develop ment Dept.
・Obtain emp loyee ID and name list fro m RDB
SELECT Empl oyee ID, Name
FROM Empl oyeeInformati on;
・Obtain targeted employee ID fro m XM LDB
let $a := document("Organizati onal Structure.xml")
/Organizational Structure/Devel opment
Dept./1 st Development Dept./Dept. Director
return $ a
The execution results from this query are as shown in
Table 3 and Figure 10.
Table 3. Example of employee ID and name list
Employee ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name
Taro Yamada
Shinji Kaneko
Yasuko Oota
Reika Yasuda
Isamu Kirishima
Koki Oonishi
Kazuo Yamaguchi
Kaoru Saitoh
Yasushi Yamagishi
Kenji Kimura
Hiroki Yuuki

<Dept. Director>3</ Dept. Director>
Figure 10. Employee ID of Dept. Director of 1st Development Dept

Results similar to the above are output in response to
each query; however, the results that the user ultimately
desires cannot be output based on the results from the RDB
and XM LDB, and the user must personally co mpare those
results. Moreover, because each query language is different,
the user must be aware that multip le queries (SQL and
XQuery in this case) are issued according to the DB used.
Additionally, the user must also ascertain which data is
stored in which database. These requirements place a large
burden on the user, and as a result, certain tasks become
very time consuming.
When implementing this example with a v irtual database,
the user will issue the following type of query.
• To acquire name of Dept. Director of 1st Develop ment
Dept.
for $empl oyee in common-schema()/RDB
/sample_rdb/ Empl oyee information/row
for $ manager in common-schema()/XMLDB
/sample_xml db/ Organizati onal structure.xml
where $employee/ Employee ID
= $ manager/Organizational structure/Development
Di v./1 st Devel opment Dept./ Dept. Director
return $empl oyee/name
○RDB
○XM LDB

The execution results obtained in response to this query
are as shown in Figure 11.
<name>Yasuko Oota</name>
Figure 11. Execution results

When the actual data was checked, the content of the
/Organizational
structure/Development
Div./ 1st
Develop ment Dept./Dept. Director element fro m the
XM LDB data was found to be “3.” Then, by looking up the
name of the indiv idual having an employee ID of “3” in the
data of the “Employee information table” in the RDB, the
name “Yasuko Oota” can be verified. Thus, it is found that
the required information was obtained correctly in response
to the query. Queries can extract data fro m different
databases. Users do not need to write t wo different queries
(one for every database). The final results are co mbined.
5.2 Common Schema Query
The common-schema() statement in the query is a newly
defined function for the virtual database, and is used to
indicate the root of the common schema. By specifying, after
the common-schema() statement, the path for obtaining the
required values, the user is able to obtain RDB data or
XM LDB data depending on the format that the data is stored
in. These values are converted to object fo rmat, and set as the
QueryArg object (as shown in Figure 12), which represents a
variable. In this examp le, RDB data is set as the object
representing $employee and XM LDB data is set as the object
representing $manager. Further, by specifying the path and
using a “where” clause to specify a condition for the value
stored in this variable, RDB and RDB, RDB and XM LDB,
and XMLDB and XM LDB values can be compared, and
only that content which satisfies the condition can be
returned. When attempting to obtain this result, the user sees
only a structure indicat ing a co mmon schema, and is not
aware of the actual databases existing behind the virtual
database. Of course, the individual queries, such as SQL and
XQuery, for the actual databases are not generated. Thus, the
values acquired fro m the actual DBs can be compared with
one another, without the user being aware o f their
differences.

Figure 12.

Variable objects in a query shown
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In this manner, the use of a v irtual database enables RDB
and XMLDB values to be acquired and utilized without the
user being aware of the difference among the databases.

6. Verification Preparation for Data
Mining Application Function
6.1. Verification from User Interface
The effectiveness of a virtual database that uses data
mining is verified. Here, the tool described in reference[17]
is treated as a data min ing support tool, which enables the
results of the mined data to be visualized, and helps analysts
obtain a true understanding of the situation.

Branch office A

Branch office B
RDB
XMLDB

Data mining

Data mining

Result

there is no need to compare the results. For examp le, even
when using the tool described in reference[17], since the
result can be output as a single comprehensive result rather
than as mult iple results, the outcome can be discovered
easily by analysing and visualizing data from the two branch
offices.
6.2. Verification from Applicati on Interface
The API for a virtual database is described below. In this
study, a virtual database using XQuery was developed as a
first step. However, the effectiveness of several other
patterns should be compared and reviewed. The proposals
are as follows.
• Proposal 1. XQuery + extended functionality
This proposal is to support XQuery p lus extended
functions not provided by XQuery, as shown in Figure 15.
Although XQuery allows flexib le queries, there is a
problem in that the statement length will increase in the
case of a complex query. Conceivable extensions include a
control or update function for constraints associated with
the RDB.

Branch office B

Branch office A

RDB

Analyst

XMLDB

Virtual
database

Result

First, for the purpose of verification, transaction data
containing the purchase history of a convenience store is
used as the data to be analysed. Consider the case in which
the data is stored in a RDB at branch office A and in a
XM LDB at branch office B, as shown in Figure 13. Usually,
when performing the analysis, data is output from both
databases and the outcome results must be compared using a
data mining tool.

Branch office B

RDB

XMLDB

Virtual
database
Result

Analyst

Result

Figure 13. Analysis from multiple sources

Branch office A
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Data mining

Figure 15.

API (XQuery + extension)

• Proposal 2. SQL + extended functionality
This proposal is to support SQL plus functions not
provided by SQL, as shown in Figure 16. SQL can be
written simply with short statements, but it lacks flexibility.
Therefore, as extensions, the addition of statements such as
a “For” statement, a function for issuing queries to such
elements as a XM LDB, and a function for d iscriminating
between elements having the same name are considered
essential.

Analyst

User APs

Data mining
Figure 14. Analysis when using a virtual database

In a similar scenario, Figure 14 shows the way in wh ich
data min ing is performed using a virtual database. As can
been seen in the figure, since data is output fro m a virtual
database formed fro m mu lt iple databases, there is only one
data output, rather than mult iple outputs. Thus, a single result
can be extracted by mining this data. In other words, there is
no need to perform mu ltiple data mining operations, and

API
SQL

Result
RDB

Figure 16.

Extension
XML

API (SQL + extension)

• Proposal 3. New query language
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The two types of queries based on the above proposals
have advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, as shown in
Figure 17, this proposal is to develop a completely new
query language, rather than use an existing language. It is
thought that by considering various patterns, an appropriate
query can be developed. The new query language is one of
the future development themes. So, we have not yet
completed the development.

schema described as above. The data structure that is given
to the user is transparent as to which DB it is associated
with––RDB or XM LDB. Furthermore, the co mmon schema
is not given to the user. The virtualized DBMS, when it
receives the query statements fro m the user, finds and
locates the right DB to operate based on the common
schema, and converts the query into what is appropriate to
each associated DBMS to get it executed by that DBMS.

User APs
API
Result

New Query

RDB

Figure 17.

XML

API (new query language)

7. Recovery for Virtual Databases
As described in this section, we will propose a trouble
recovery method in the v irtual database environment in case
a trouble occurs when using a ubiquitous database. We will
describe it along with its associated experiment results.
7.1. Example of Virtual Database Constructi on
First, we describe the virtual database we prepared for the
experiment. For database virtualization, we use a common
schema described in the XM L for all actual associated
database structures. Figure 18 presents an example of a real
database on which employee data are described on its RDB
side, and the department data on the XMLDB side. On the
RDB side, we have a database named database1; in it, we
have tables named employee and salary with respectively
associated columns of id and name, and id and salary. On the
XM LDB side, we registered an XMLDB with the key named
post in the collection of /db/sampledb/.
Describing this environ ment above using a common
schema, we can devise the scheme depicted in Figure 19,
where in node db, we have nodes rdb and xmldb. The RDB
structure is stored in rdb, with the XM LDB structure in
xmldb. The child node of rdb has the node, mass, showing
the name of the database; the child node of xmldb has the
node, collection, showing the collection. The RDB is
described with the name, table, as the child of mass, and the
name, colu mn, as the child of table. On XM LDB, a node
named mass is prepared as the child o f co llect ion, and the
key is described to its name. For the children of mass, the
entire XM LDB structure is described.
The user is expected to use and issue query statements
while regarding the data structure based on such a common

Figure 18. Example of a real database

7.2. Trouble Recovery

Figure 19. Example of common schema

In this section, we describe trouble recovery when
required to make to the virtual database in addition to the
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informat ion of the p roblems known when the recovery is
requested on the real DBMS side and of the necessary
operations on the virtual DBMS side to avoid the problems.
Here we presume that some hardware trouble has occurred.
We therefore describe how to recover fro m it based on the
log availab le with the backed-up data are restored.
7.2.1. Incompatib ilit ies with Real DBM S
Here we describe possible problems that would result if
we had each real DBMS get the log indiv idually, fo r examp le,
without implement ing any functionality of backup recovery
with the virtual DBM S.
We presume that the process shown in Figure 20 was done
with the virtual DBMS. In that examp le, data for the
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emp loyee of id=1 is given as[salary: 200,000y→250,000];
for the emp loyee of id=2[salary : 450,000→520,000], and the
update operation of[post: post.post.consultant.director
(8→2)],[post.post.consultant.section_chief(2→9)]
is
executed. Additionally, DB_A is presumed to be an RDB,
and DB_B an XM L. In addition, for simp licity, serial
processing is assumed.
In this examp le case, presu ming that trouble occurred at
the start of the No. 5 process, we would know that the DB_A
processing aborted, so that no REDO would be required. On
the other hand, we know that the DB_ B processing has not
started, so no recovery would have to be made. Consequently,
the processing for DB_A and DB_ B can be integrated.

Figure 20. Example of incompatibility

001 Transaction Start
001 Value update (salary.id=1, salary(200,000250,000))
001 Value update (salary.id=2, salary(450,000520,000))
001 Value update (post:post.post.consultant.director(8→2))
001 Value update (post.post.consultant.section_chief(2→9))
001 Transaction End
Figure 21. Example of log of virtual DBMS
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7.2.2. Trouble Recovery with Virtual DBM S
As described earlier, when recovering fro m trouble at each
DBMS, an incompatib ility might arise between the virtual
database and the real database depending on the timing with
which the trouble occurs.
To avoid that problem, we manage the database operations
log not to be taken at each real DBM S, but on the virtual
DBMS side. Thereby, we manage to recover fro m t rouble.
We have the log taken on the virtual DBM S side with no
database differences to be recognized by the user, as shown
in Figure 21. Fo r that, we assign and attach the transaction
serial nu mber to the top of each log element. Using such
serial nu mbers, we identify the information related to every
log taken during parallel processing.
If hardware trouble were to occur, for instance, then the
data might be destroyed. As with the ordinary DBMS, such is
the case with the virtual DBM S. For that reason, the entirety
of every database should be backed up. Along with the
virtual DBM S, we would advise that common schema
informat ion be backed up as well. The retained common
schema would fundamentally not be available for the user to
view, but it might be used to help operate the virtual DBMS
to restore every associated database data from information
left on the log.
First, we find the “Transaction start”, and find the number
put at its top of that line. If the “Transaction end” that has the
same number as that one were found, it would indicate that a
process had been committed when the trouble occurred,
which means that the process would have to be completed to
achieve restoration. However, if no transaction end were
found, then no process was committed. Consequently, no
restoration would be necessary.
For examp le, regarding the log portrayed in Figure 21, we
find the log of “001 Transaction start”. Checking further
down the log, we also find “001 Transaction end”. Then,
mean ing that the transaction of 001is recognized as the
process that must be restored.
As a “Value update” series, processing is executed in steps,
as shown, to restore them. We use the common schema
retained through the backup process. For “001 Value update
(salary.id =1,salary(200,000→250,000))”––because the user
would issue query statements without noticing any database
difference even if it were to exist––the hierarchy levels
above “mass” are ignored in favor of finding out whether
<table name=”salary”> or <salary> exists as the child of
“mass”. In our examp le, because we find <table
name=”salary”>
as
the
child
of
<rdb><mass
name=”database1”>, we know that we need to access the
RDB database, database1.
In the following step, we move on and prepare for the
query statement for the RDB to be used to update the salary
amount for 200,000– 250,000 for the row having id=1 in the
table, salary, in the database, database1.For “001 Value
update (post.post.consultant.director (8→2))”, we check
whether there exists <table name=”post”> or <post> as the
child of “mass”. In our examp le, we find <post> as the child

of
<xmldb><co llect ion
name="/db/sampledb"><mass
key="post">, we access to the XMLDB that is reg istered
with the key, post, in the /db/sampledb/ collect ion in it.Then
we move on to prepare for the query statement for the
XM LDB to update the <director> value, wh ich is found as
the child o f <post><consultant>, fro m 8 to 2, and issue it to
begin the restoration process.
Presuming that the log were continued with “002
Transaction start”, “003 Transaction start”, and “003
Transaction end”, then the log of 002 would be ignored; only
the log of 003 would be processed to REDO. Through this
series of processes described above, we can accommodate
cases where, if some trouble occurred even during the No. 12
process, for examp le, that DB_A receives a commit
statement to send to DB_ B.

8. Conclusions
Firstly, we proposed the method of virtualizat ion of
ubiquitous databases and confirmed that we can describe
ubiquitous database schema in a unified fashion using the
XM L schema.
Then, we developed the common schema conversion
program for RDB schema into XM L schema. Especially, we
showed the schema constraints (such as PRIMARY KEY,
CHECK, NOT NULL, UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE,
UNIQUE) can be converted.
Next, we developed the integration program of XM L DB
schema into the co mmon schema. In addit ion, we
implemented the common data man ipulation API (for
example, extension of the existing XQuery modules) to
access the virtual databases and we incorporated location
transparency functions to this API.
Conventionally, when acquiring data fro m mult iple types
of DBs, a user has to issue a query corresponding to the
DBMS, and then use the results fro m that query to infer the
desired information. The newly developed virtual database
enables the user to acquire and compare information as if
only a single database were being accessed, without the user
being aware of the differences among the databases. As part
of this development work, an API for a virtual database was
designed. In the future, we plan to compare and review this
API, to consider which patterns are most suitable, and then
implement and verify those API patterns.
Finally, we described aspects related to recovery from
virtual database trouble. We proposed a procedure for the
virtual DBMS to restore data after some hardware trouble in
cases not only with database data but also with common
schema informat ion retained in addition to the associated log
informat ion that is used.
However, for system trouble in which the data are left
undeleted, the same trouble recovery operation, if done as for
hardware trouble, would require much mo re time than
expected, mean ing that it would be much mo re costly to use.
To avoid this situation, such a recovery procedure that could
best use checkpoint functionality, for examp le, would be
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required.
We are planning to examine that procedure in detail in
future studies. Another important issue that we must work to
solve is the confirmation of co mpatibility of a log taken for a
virtual database and for associated real databases. In addition,
the new query language, wh ich is discussed in Section 6.2,
is also one of the future development themes.
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